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ABSTRACT

We discuss a hypothesis according to which microscopic mechanisms due to cooperation, at
the molecular level, may have been key factors in the evolution of life on Earth, We view our
hypothesis as a natural extension to the molecular level of viewing cooperation (symbiosis) as an
evolutionary driving force; this does not restrict the interpretation of the evolutionary process to be
the result of slow accumulation of mutations in the DNA. Some evidence supporting this
hypothesis is discussed:

(a) The Salam enhancement factor. This molecular phenomenon was recently introduced in
order to understand the bases of the first unifying principle of biochemistry, namely that
transcription of all known genes in prokaryotes, protists, metazoan, and metaphytes are translated
into L-amino acids, except for some bacterial membrane proteins.

(b) The roie that cooperative phenomena may have played in the origin of evolution itself,
i.e., in the resolution of Sagan's ultraviolet paradox.

(c) The relationship between evolution and the constraints imposed by embryonic
development. This is considered from the point of view of molecular cooperative phenomena.



1. INTRODUCTION

(a) Are there new driving forces in evolution acting at the molecular level?

The hierarchy of iife on Earth is presented to us in an ever increasing sequence of complexity,

which starts from a level in which the laws of physics and chemistry apply to atoms and molecules.

In other words, the structure of such a hierarchy may be appreciated at the levels of:

-Molecules and their interactions,

-Organelles,

-Tissues,

-Organs,

-Multicellular individuals,

-Populations,

-Communities and, possibly,

-The biosphere as a whole, if indeed further evidence could be added to the view that

temperature and reactive gas composition of the Earth's atmosphere are actively regulated by the

biota (Marguiis and Sagan, 1987).

This hierarchy has been understood so far in terms of reducing the level of discussion

gradually down to the macromolecules of the eel!, which are subject to the laws of chemistry and,

ultimately, of physics. However, as Mayr has pointed out, one of Darwin's main contributions

{Darwin, 1859) has been his application of the thinking of physicists by looking for laws in

biology (Mayr, 1982a), but we should stilt be cautious in developing the ever increasing

programme of reductionism from either the biosphere or communities down to the level of

molecules and their interactions. Indeed, we must be aware of a lesson that may be inferred from

physics: A source of information beyond molecular biology will remain undiscovered as long as we

restrict ourselves to starring the hierarchy of life at the level of molecules and their interactions,

neglecting the possible effects of cooperative phenomena. For in such an approach we would be

systematically neglecting the effects of macroscopic quantum mechanics. It took physicists more

than a decade after the discovery of quantum mechanics in 1925 to appreciate this point, which

was finally clarified during the following decade (London, 1954).

In fact, the macromolecules themselves, proteins, nucleic acids, and polysaccharides, or even

their constituents, amino acids, nucleotides, and saccharides, may exhibit certain phenomena

whose laws must be searched even beyond the current level of discussion, which at present

molecular biology restricts to molecules and their interactions. This new level of discussiion has

already been stressed from the restricted point of view of genetics (Chela-Flores, 1987a),

specifically in the context of embryonic development (Chela-Flores and Espejo Acuiia, 1990).

From the above remarks, to be substantiated in Sec. 2, we may formulate the central

hypothesis of this work as follows:

Biomolecules may assume particular states of matter in which microscopic cooperative

phenomena may be exploited in order to enhance the usefulness of a given biomolecule, or the

adaptive value of a given gene.

(b) Which evolutionary driving forces are suggested at the molecular level

when we look at the level of microscopic cooperative phenomena?

Not all driving forces in evolution arise from processes which have been identified by

population geneticists (i.e., natural selection, mutation, and random drift). Indeed, a significant

evolutionary driving force is well documented at the cellular level; this was not forseen by

population geneticists: Symbiosis, or cooperation among living cells has been convincingly

advocated (Marguiis, 1981).

On the other hand, from the current progress of molecular biology, biochemistry, and

physics, we find that there are further reasons not to center our attention in the theory of evolution

entirely at the level of populations (as in the case of Darwin (1859), Kimura (1968) and others), or

even at the cellular level (as in the case of Marguiis and coworkers), as suggested by our

hypothesis.

This point of view may be clarified by underlining that in the case of speciation, for instance,

evolution at the level of populations clearly emphasises events in which large organisms are

involved; but this emphasis still prevails down at the cellular level, in which symbiosis, or

cooperation, rationalises the role played by mitochondria, or chloroplasts in the homeostasis of the

living cell of metazoans or metaphytes.

These arguments indicate that it may seem timely to attempt identifying evolutionary driving

forces, not only at the level of molecules and their interactions (as in the case of genetic drift), but

also at the level of macroscopic quantum mechanics (i.e., microscopic cooperative phenomena).

Our search for new evolutionary forces is, therefore, new in the sense that it is not restricted

to the level of populations or even to cell biology as the chief sources of evolutionary plasticity. It is

such a framework, evolution as a molecular cooperative phenomenon that we wish to discuss in

this work.



In Sec. 2 we hope to substantiate our viewpoint by referring to the recent work of Salam

(1995), in which a novel attempt is made to understand the first principle of biochemistry, namely,

the overwhelming dominance of L-amino acids in contemporary organisms (Crick, 1981). Salam

succeeded in his attempt by assuming that cooperative phenomena (condensation) occurs at the

level of amino acids, thereby enhancing a small bias for asymmetry introduced by the weak nuclear

interaction. We further substantiate our hypothesis by discusssing the work on the origin of nco-

Darwinian evolution (Chela-Flores, 1985), as well as the use of cooperative variables in key

regulatory mechanisms in embryonic development (Chela-Flores, 1987a), and hence, potentially on

evolution itself (Jacob, 1977).

2. SUPPORTING EVIDENCE FOR THE HYPOTHESIS OF EVOLUTION AS

A MOLECULAR COOPERATIVE PHENOMENON

(a) Possible effects of cooperative phenomena at the end of chemical

evolution.

The key molecules of life, amino acids, sugars, and natural lecithins (phospholipids), have

the same handedness, or chirality (Wald, 1957). The chirality of amino acids is only violated in

some bacterial cell walls, where D-amino acids may be found; these exceptional cases include

Bacillus brevis and Lactobacillus arabinosus (Ulbricht, 1981). Nevertheless, in the overwhelming

majority proteins are made up of twenty L-amino acids.

In his recent paper Salam (1991) attempts to lay the physical basis of amino acid biochirality

by assuming that the parity-violating electroweak neuiral current has been the main physical

intreraction responsible for this effect. In so doing he continues a line of research including a

substantial number of previous workers (Mason, 1984), The novelty of Salam's approach lies in

the fact that he has been led to conjecture that Bose-like condensation-a cooperative phenomenon-is

a further factor contributing to biochirality.

In studying ihe origin of chirality Salam has considered a specific form of cooperative

behaviour at the microscopic level: Bose condensation is raised to the level of a new enhancing

quantum mechanical factor in the molecular evolution from an initial racemic mixture to the present-

day chiral amino acids. The concept of condensation is however not new in biology, On the

contrary, it may be traced back to Delbriick (1963). It was subsequently used by Frohlich (1977) in

models of the cell membrane; but it was only considered in an evolutionary context in an attempt to

rationalize the emergence of life in an ultravioiet-rich Hadean Earth (Chela-Ftores, 1985) as we

shall discuss, in the light of the central hypothesis of this work, in some more detail in Sec.2(b)

and in appendix C.

In spite of some difficulties still to be overcome in Salam's rationalization of the first principle

of biochemistry (i.e., the universality of biochirality), the proposal of molecular cooperative

phenomena in a biological context deserves further consideration, as we shall do in Sees. 2(b),

2(c), and Sec. 3.

(b) Possible effects of cooperative phenomena at the beginning of neo-
Darwinian evolution.

When we consider biological rather than chemical evolution, the first stages of the discussion

are difficult to test directly. The reason for this difficulty is the complete absence of rocks

corresponding to the appropriate geologic period. In spite of impressive progress in understanding

Earth's earliest biosphere (Schopf, 1983), few facts are well established. For instance,

cyanobacteria are the organisms which form stromatolites. Thus, paleobiological research has

allowed the estimate that life has been on Earth for at least 3.5 gigaycars (Ga). Thus, we must look

before this date for the origin of life. This agrees with a recent calculation in which the generic code

has been estimated to be not older than 3.8 (±0.6) Ga (Eigen e: al., 1989). This early date takes us

to the threshold of the Hadean eon that reaches back from that date to the origin of the Earth itself.

In this period there are several sources of uncertainty, some of which will be discussed in

appendix C; they are impediments to the general acceptance of the standard scenario (Oparin, 1953;

Haldane, 1965).

A fair statement on the status of our understanding of this early period is that at best a

surficial layer of crust and overlying hydrosphere must have existed by latest Hadean time: The

chief components of the lithosphere and hydrosphere were extant on Earth by 3.8 Ga ago (Ernst,

1983), but our planet was virtually devoid of atmospheric oxygen. Thus the surface of the Earth

must have been exposed to large doses of ultraviolet (UV) radiation that were sufficient for driving

many chemical reactions. In this manner potypeptide chains and nucleic acids may have arisen.

Laboratory experiments confirm this picture (Ponnamperuma, 1989).

This state of affairs presents neo-Darwinism with a conceptual problem: Candidates for UV

defense mechanisms (UVDMs) have to be found for the protection of the very products of the UV-

driven products of chemical evolution. Otherwise, as Sagan has pointed out (1965), fast mutation

rates would be unavoidable; in such conditions the slow mutation rates underlying the principle of

natural selection cannot occur. This remark is referred to as the UV paradox,



The first obvious candidate for an UVDM, the Hadean ocean, is not well understood due

amongst other reasons, to its at best reduced volume compared to contemporary oceans, and to the

possible implications of the heavy bombardment to which the surface of the Earth was subjected"

(cf., appendix C for some more details). Besides, evidence for the existence of the Hadean oceans

has been erased by the process of metamorphism and plate tectonics. Our dynamic planet has left

only a Few deposits of sedimentary rock of relevant date; in fact, it has not been possible to trace

such samples much older than about 3.8 Ga, the date assigned some years ago to sedimentary

rocks retrieved from the Isua peninsula in Western Greenland.

Since the most evident candidate for an UVDM is riddled with so many uncertainties, we

have suggested an alternative in which we emphasise the possible relevance of microscopic

cooperative phenomena, in agreement with the central hypothesis of the present work (Chela-

Flores, 1985). The advantage of discussing the origin of neo-Darwinian evolution (the UV

paradox) from the present point of view, rather than in the Oparin-Haldane scenario wilh Hadean

oceans as UVDMs has been recently clarified (Chela-Flores, 1990) in the sense that our argument,

which is based on the suggested occurrence of microscopic cooperative phenomena in an "RNA

world" (Gilbert, 1986) applies equally well to a contemporary genome, namely to a viroid that is

important in phytopathology-the potatoe spindie tuber viroid (PSTV)-which is well known to be

resistant to UV radiation (Watson et al., 1987). The analogy between the PSTV and the protogenes

is developed in detail in appendix C (cf., in particular Sec. C.IU ).

(c) Possible effects of molecular cooperative phenomena in the control of gene

regulation in embryogenesis: Towards the rules of evolutionary diversity

In the development of this section we have so far touched upon two different stages of the

origin of evolution of life on Earth, from the end of chemical evolution to the beginning of

biological evolution. There are some good reasons to further substantiate our hypothesis by

considering comemporaary organisms, rather than the early stages of evolution.

Amongst contemporary organisms mammals are an interesting choice, since their observed

rapid anatomical evolution may be attributable to rapid evolutionary changes in their developmental

regulatory system (King and Wilson, 1975); indeed, evolutionary change in regulatory systems has

been considered to be a possible candidate for accounting for evolution at the anatomical level

(Wilson et al., 1974). These remarks are important because the most evident changes introduced by

the evolutionary process in multicellular organisms are those at the anatomical level, rather than

those due to the process of protein evolution.

On the other hand, the Ohno hypothesis states that mammalian regulatory systems are

essentially simple due to the influence of natural selection in reducing the number of components in

each regulatory system as multicellular organisms attained higher degrees of complexity (Ohno,

1971).

Out of all the developmental regulatory systems in mammals, perhaps the most intriguing,

best studied, but not as yet fully understood is X-chromosome inactivation in females. It is a simple

and unique mechanism: In a single step a large number of X-linked genes are inactivated in one or

the other X chromosome in the female. This affects the expression of genes of an entire

chromosome which, in the particular case of humans, involves more than 150 million base pairs

(bps), amounting to several thousand genes. Although this was pointed out about three decades

ago (Lyon, 1961), the underlying mechanism for gene dosage remains unknown. Genetic

evidence, nevertheless, suggests the existence of a specific locus required for X inactivation to

occur.

In order to further clarify the significance of our main hypothesis, we may recall that a gene

has been identified whose transcrips are detected only from the inactive X chromosome (X;), and

not from the active one (Xa ). This gene is a candidate for being either involved in, or uniquely

influenced by the process of X inactivation (Brown et al., 1991); this illustrates clearly that any

mechanism (such as the one advocated in our hypothesis) which may be at the molecular basis of X

inactivation is potentially a strong candidate for a significant evolutionary driving force. The

identification of these novel constructive forces in evolution are valuable, not only due to the fact

that they may throw some new light on the basic questions underlying the evolution of the X

chromosome itself (Lyon, 1990), but also the new forces may guide us in our understanding of the

anatomical evolution of mammals, a point of view that was strongly advocated in the past (Jacob,

1977; Ohno, 1974; King and Wilson, 1975).

This state of affairs leads to the question of whether our main hypothesis applies to the level

of gene expression during development: Such a possibility was considered earlier: When a large

number of genes are involved in the process of inhibition of gene expression (as in the case of the

silencing of the mammalian female X chromosome (Xa —> X; ) , we may raise the "represser

parameter" hypothesis, formulated in the context of developmental biology (Chela-Flores, 1987a),

to the context of evolutionary theory as we have done in the present work in our main hypothesis

(in Sec. la). We have done this on the strength of the above-mentioned intimate relationship

existing between anatomical evolution and changes in developmental regulatory systems,

emphasised by Jacob, Ohno, and Wilson and coworkers.

We now consider the consequence of interpreting the high increase of chromatin packing as

observed in the silent heterochromatic X chromosome, as a molecular cooperative phenomenon.



This is in agreement with our main hypothesis, which may be stated in analytic terms explained in
appendices A andB:

(i) There is an energy threshold E beneath which chromatln is silent, (i.e., gene expression is
inhibited), and

(ii) The E parameter depends on the heteropycnotic nature of chromatin , (i.e., on the degree
of DNA packing).

Some applications of this aspect of the hypothesis, besides its original purpose of
approaching the Lyon hypothesis, have already been given in the literature (Chela-Flores, 1987b;
1990; Chela-Flores and Espejo Acuna, 1990), mainly in the context of gene expression in plants
and in humans. These works demonstrate the usefulness of paying attrention to cooperative
phenomena at the molecular level and, hence, may give us some clues to the evolution of metazoans
and metaphyta. Such rationalization of sexual differentiation at the chromosomal level, as provided
by our hypothesis, illustrates the fact that if we study the laws that may affect the presence of the
cooperative phenomenon in the genetics of development we may, at the same time, be laying the
foundations for a deeper understanding of evolutionary diversity.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

(a) Are some of the phase transitions observed in macroscopic quantum
mechanics relevant to molecular evolution?

We have attempted to illustrate the relevance of adopting cooperative phenomena in an
evolutionary context. This approach is motivated by earlier work in which the phenomenon of
condensation was introduced into biology, as described in Sec. 2. Cooperation emerges, at the
molecular level as a potentially useful constructive force in evolution in a manner analogous to
symbiosis at the cellular level. We have also emphasised another aspect of molecular cooperative
phenomena, namely, it provides some information that otherwise would not be evident, just as in

the case of macroscopic quantum mechanics, which is well known to explain phenomena beyond

the relam of the microscopic world as, for example, the case superconductivity (in metals, alloys,

ceramics, and in some organic compounds).

Well established macroscopic quantum phenomena normally may be recognised in terms of
certain phase transitions which condensed matter may assume in the non living state, in order to
produce significant changes in the solid and liquid states In support of our main hypothesis we
should recall many examples in the literature of the possible relevance of phase transitions in the
living cell. These examples include the components of the plasma membrane, in which lipid
polymorphism has been shown to depend on the experimental conditions, such as the
environmental temperature (Luzzati, 1968; deKmijff et al.. 1985); phase transitions at low
temperature has been observed in natural melanins (Mituzani etal., 1976); even structural changes
in chromatin induced by changes in ion concentration in the nuclear environment have been
discussed in terms of phase transitions ( Nicolini et at., 1984).

(b) Is molecular cooperation a significant driving force?

In order to appreciate the role that macroscopic quantum effects may play in the
macromolecules of the living cell, we first discuss briefly the reason why natural selection may be
considered as a creative force (Mayr, 1982b): Natural selection may be considered as a two-step
process: In the first step we find the production of an unlimited amount of new variation, in fact,
both new phenotypes and new genotypes. Such variation is achieved, principally, by means of
genetic combination and by mutation. In the second step natural selection tests the products of
variation, and only those individuals that can pass this scrutiny become contributors to the gene
poot of the next generation. Thus the creative force is the singling out of a very large number made
available essentially by genetic recombination. Indeed, the major source of genetic variation is
recombination, i.e., the creation of a new association of DNA molecules by any process other than
point mutation. We should also remember, in this context, that by recombination an organism may
produce cetls with gene combinations different from any it inherited.

If we are to accept the main hypothesis of this work that cooperative phenomena may act as
creative forces in evolution, we should explain how this situation arises from a two-stage process,
analogous to the case of natural selection: It is at the first step in genetic recombination that some of
the targe number of variations produced in the DNA molecules are shifted from, or into, a state of
matter in which microscopic cooperative phenomena may occur and be exploited to produce an
advantageous genome; later, in the second step, the sample of available genomes may be
scrutinized and adequate progenitors will be singled out.



One way to investigate whether cooperative phenomena may pass the test as new creative

forces in evolution ai the level of the structure of the genome is to discuss a model in which a

cooperative phenomenon is shown to occur in a crucial process that may affect evolution. Such a

process is not difficult to find. We may recall that it is possible that species diversity may result

from molecular changes other than sequence differences in proteins; it is possible that major

anatomical changes may result from several sources: From alterations in gene expression, from

small differences in the time of activation, or from the level of activity of a single gene. These

processes could, in principle, influence considerable the systems controlling embryonic

development. In Sec. 2(c) we have argued that gene dosage in female mammals is an example of

such a crucial process thai may affect evolution.

(c) Conclusions

The maturity of molecular biology has made it possible to enquire at present which molecular

effects may be relevant to evolution, particularly those lying beyond quantum chemistry. On the

other hand, there are reasons to believe that the rules of evolution may be understood only after the

constraints imposed by embryonic development are clarified (Jacob, 1977). We have aimed to

show in Sec. 2(c) that such constraints may be imposed in some significant cases by cooperative

phenomena. In a wider context we have also argued that at some stages at the end of chemical

evolution and at the beginning of biological evolution, microscopic cooperative phenomena may

have played important roles. We have tried to document this point of view by returning to four

sources: The remarks of Delbriick in a published conference, the work of Friihlich on the models of

the cell membrane, our previous work on the origin of neo-Darwinian evolution, gene dosage in

female mammals, and related applications of the cooperative phenomena in the life sciences and,

finally, the recent work of Salam on the origin of biomolecular handedness. The combined weight

of these works, we have argued, give some support to the hypothesis formulated in Sec. l(a) that

cooperation at the molecular level may be a significant evolutionary driving force, which when

applied to higher stages in the hierarchy of life on Earth may have given rise to natural selection at

the level of populations (Darwin, 1859) and when interpreted appropriately (Margulis, 1981) may

have given rise to cellular complexity.
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APPENDIX A

Formulation of cooperative phenomena in terms of the activation energy for
gene expression.

A(I), Recently we have discussed in some detail the significance of variables which are

convenient in the context of cooperative phenomena in biochemistry , the essential points are the

following (Chela-Flores, 1990):

Chemical reactions amongst molecules in the living cell break some covalent bonds, which

acquire some additional energy for a brief period of time. Such an additional input is called the

activation energy. If we label a specific chemical reaction with the letter i, a convenient notation for

the activation energy is Ei.

On the other hand, for normal cellular function a catalytic reduction of the activation energy

must be achieved by some cellular enzymes, so that at physiological temperatures, for instance,

thermal perturbations may suffice for the energy barrier Ei to be overcome in, for instance, DNA

transcription.

A(II). Some examples may help to clarify why various inputs are required in the total

activation energy:

-In prokaryotes RNA polymerase may catalyze the synthesis of a pre-mRNA transcript; this

biopolymer is subsequently edited into a mRNA. Restricting our attention to DNA transcription

only, we remark that a certain activation energy is required for the activity of RNA polymerase; we

call the underlying chemical reaction 'process 1' and denote the corresponding activation energy

with El .

-There is ample evidence to suggest that high levels of methylation are correlated, in some

cases with reduction in gene expression. We recall that methylation means the addition of a

methylic group (CH3) to the fifth atom of a cytosine ring (Chela-Flores and Migoni, 1990). This

reaction, which we call 'process 2', requires the activity of the enzyme methyiase. The activation

energy corresponding to the catalytic activity of methyiase is denoted by E2
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-Multiple additional enzymatic processes, and transcription factors seem to be necessary for

the correct transcription of DNA. For instance, in eukaryotes we have other RNA polymerases,

and several transcription factors. We may call the further activation energies E3, E4, and, in-

general, En where n denotes an index running through the integers till we have exhausted all the

contributions of activation energy for apppropriate DNA transcription.

APPENDIX B

Analytic representation of the variables appropriate for the description of

cooperative phenomena

B(I) As we have seen in Appendix A the synthesis of a pre-mRNA transcript requires a

total activation energy (E), which for normal transcript may be written as:

E = E l E 2 ( B . I )

In Eqn. (B.I) we have allowed for the presence of contributions due to a variety of

transcription factors, or further enzymes. This variable was denoted as A in our earlier work

(Chela-FIores, 1987a; 1987b; 1988), in order to emphasise the analogy with the energy gap in

cooperative phenomena that may occur in non-living forms of condensed matter, namely,

superconductivity or superfluidity. If, as Delbriick suggested, these cooperative phenomena may

occur in living forms of condensed matter as for instance, in nucleic acids (cf., Appendix C and

Sec. 2(c)), then the variable E in Eqn. (B.I) is preferable.

B(II). The variable E may be seen to be useful in the context of cooperative phenomena in

the living cell, since we may give a positive answer to the following question: Is there any useful

information that may be inferred from the analytic behaviour of the E parameter as other

physiological parameters on which it depends are varied? One example of the parameters on which

E depends is, first and foremost, the homeostatic temperature T of the organism. The importance of
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T may be illustrated by recalling that the question of the expression of heat-shock proteins still

remains to be fully understood (Chela-Flores et at., 1988). Other such parameters are the degree of

chromatin condensation (c), the rate of basal metabolism (R), the time elapsed from the moment of

fertilization (t), the dimension of the genome (d), and possibly others that may have escaped our

attention. With elementary mathematical analysis we may express the E parameter as follows:

E = f( c, d, R, t, T, . . .) (B.2)

Several applications of this approach have been reported in the literature (Chela-FIores,

1987a; 1987b; 1988; 1990; Chela-FIores and Espcjo Acufia, 1990).

APPENDIX C

Analytic implementation of the proposed cooperative behaviour assumed for

the earliest replicators

C(I). Theoretical approaches to the solution of the UV paradox [cf., Sec. 2(b)] must face at

least two environmental difficulties that faced the early appearance of life on Earth:

-The volume of the Hadean oceans has been estimated to be less than about 10% of the

volume of the water in contemporary oceans, the difference having been supplied by outgassing

from the interior (Kenyon and Steinman, 1969). Besides, it has been argued that the volume of the

oceans increased appreciably during the Precambrian times up to the present levels, which probably

were reached at the onset of the Cambrian (Weyl, 1968).

-A second difficulty is the heavy meteorite bombardment that occurred in the Lower

Archaean. The evidence for such bombardment can still be verified on the Moon surface, since it

still retains the craters unmodified by metamorphism and erosion. Even if the Earth was not struck

by full-scale impacts of objects of dimensions exceeding a few kilometers, the intense early
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bombardment (Chyba, 1990) may have contributed to stripping off the early oceans of their upper

layers, which may have been playing the role of effective UVDMs.

C(II). We shall consider the question of the origin of neo-Darwinian evolution in terms of

the variables that we have introduced in appendices A and B. If the early replicators are considered

in the light of our main hypothesis [cf.. Sec. l(a)l, then the abundan; UV radiation energy ER to

which they were exposed in the wavelength (X) range:

240nm <, £ 290nm (C.1)

may have been such that

ER < E (C.2)

where E was defined in appendix B.

The far UV-window (from t50-3OOnm) is the source of 3.400 cal /cm2 /yr (Zubay, 1983).

However, UV radiation of wavelengths shorter than 150nm constitute only about 0.06% of the

early solar output. This, in tum implies, according to our hypothesis, that the early replicators may

have assumed a state of mattcr-a cooperative phenomenon analogous to a superconducting state

(condensation)-that may have enhanced the adaptive value of the protogenes to their UV-rich

environment. Thus, if the cooperative state was characterized by a correlation length ( ^o) shorter

than 150nm, then the following inequality would have been satisfied:

^0 < -̂R (C.3)

Such a genome would mutate rapidly when exposed to harder UV rays (i.e., rays of

wavelengths shorter than 150nm, which as shown above was not the main solar output). Thus, the

impediment to the onset of an evolutionary process would be removed (in these arguments we have

made use of the well known inverse proportionality between the radiation wavelength and its

corresponding energy). A fuller account is given in (Chela-Flores, 1985).

C.III. In order to clarify the significance of the variables introduced in the previous two

appendices we may consider below a contemporary genome-a viroid-which succeeds to be resistant

to UV-rich environments. In fact, a viroid is a nucleic acid species without capsid (Diener, 1979;

Chela-Flores, 1990): Its molecular weight is relatively low (1.1 - 1.3x105). Its length d can be as

small as 240 bps. They can be isolated from certain organisms affected by disease. Viroids cannot

be detected in healthy organisms of the same species. Nevertheless, when viroids are injected into

healthy organisms (for instance, into a dicotyledonous plant by means of the bacterium

Agrobacterium tumefaciens (Chela-Flores. 1987b), then autonomous replication of the nucleic acid

follows, giving rise to a characteristic syndrome. An example was already mentioned in Sec. 2(b):

The potatoe viroid PSTV is a firm double helix structure which arises from base pairing amongst its

359 bps. In this manner this viroid presents an elusive target for inactivation by means of UV

radiation (Watson et al., 1987). In this case, according to our hypothesis, the UVDM consists of

gauging the d-variable, so that the inequality (C.2) is valid, where the E variable is given by Eqn.

(B.2):

E = f(d) (C.4)

the other functional variables being taken as constants, This UVDM is also a possibility for the

early replicators; however, if the genome length d exceeded a certain critical value do beyond

which gauging the tertiary structure of the nucleic acid, as in the case of PSTV was insufficient for

overcoming the UV paradox, then the possibility described in Sec. C.II would still allow the onset

of neo-Darwinian evolution.
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